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The Mudguard

Welcome to Issue 76

Welcome to the 76th edition of Mudguard. Chris Froome’s
determination and guts to win the Tour de France for a second time
was a huge achievement. But what was truly remarkable was his
composure and dignity, despite suffering the disgusting attacks from
people in the crowd and the media. A lesson to all in self control.
This issue features travel tips when cycling the length of the Rhine, the
easier option travelling by barge and pedalling in urban and rural
Holland, some very useful information on sports injuries, a piece on
whether to ring your bell when overtaking and Kent County Council’s
free cycling training for adults.

Wheel Potential Open Day at Toddlers’ Cove
The Wheel Potential Open Day on Friday 24 July started with a
bang. Organised by Beatrice Shire, with help from Giles Seaford of Active Life
and Matt Clark of the NHS, the aim was to get differently-abled people onto
bikes, and to show them a little of what’s available.
Beatrice arrived (followed by Jim McGurn of Get Cycling, who would otherwise
not have found Toddlers Cove) to set up a stall and decant the WP bikes from
their storage container. Included were a tandem, a large adult trike, a tandem
trike, a very nice ICE recumbent trike kindly donated by Paul Rees (a Spokes
Committee member), as well as several ‘mountain bikes’. WP’s stock of bikes
is small but growing slowly.
Get Cycling, a Community Interest Company with 28 employees is based in
York. Their aim is to get people cycling, whatever their ability. They tour the
country doing roadshows,
introducing an assortment of bikes
for people with different sorts of
needs.
In Get Cycling’s truck on the day
were 10 bikes: two wheelchair
bikes, three tandems, threewheelers, a hand-cranked cycle
which proved very popular, an
electric-assisted bike, a trailer bike,
all in aid of assisting differentlyToddlers Cove
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abled people to cycle by themselves
or with a friend.
Then came the punters. Two
minibuses full of folks from coastal
day centres, people with learning
disabilities. A couple from
Eastbourne with their daughter, who
were keen to try a wheelchair
tandem. A number from Canterbury
and Ashford Parkinson’s Societies,
interested passers-by, people with
MS and some schoolchildren eager
to try the recumbent.
This went on all day, with people
pedalling around the Toddler’s Cove
car park and along the Great Stour
Way. It was obvious a good time
was had by all – there’s even talk of
trying to make this a yearly event,
especially if Get Cycling could come
again – they have expressed a wish
to do so!
It is obvious that there is local
demand for bikes for the disabled;
now Wheel Potential hopes to start

tapping into funding sources to buy
more bikes.
Get Cycling very kindly took away an
ancient tandem of WP’s – one end
hand-cranked, the other pedalled –
to restore it for use by Wheel
Potential. Watch this space.
Frank Guthrie

Wheelchair trike
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Injuries in cycling
By popular demand, Mudguard has
been able to pick Liam Holmes’
brain again, this time regarding
cycling injuries. Readers will recall
that Liam is a local lad with an MSc
in Exercise and Sport Therapy who
works for Tottenham Hotspur
Football Club.
Mudguard. How would you classify
cycling injuries, Liam?
Liam Holmes. Injuries are medically
divided into extrinsic and intrinsic.
Common cycling injuries of an
extrinsic nature are road rash,
bruising, lacerations and broken
bones, usually caused by an
external factor such as a fall or a
collision.
Common cycling injuries of an
intrinsic nature are knee and lower
back and neck pain, wrist pain and
numbness in the feet or hands.
These injuries are usually caused by
factors such as poor riding position,
long rides, incorrect cleat position,
incorrect bike size and lack of
prevention exercises.
MG. Since the majority of our
members are cycle-commuters and
leisure and utility cyclists, rather
than tri-athletes, I guess their
commonest injuries are the aches
and pains of the intrinsic group
you’ve described.
LH. Exactly. These are more
common than extrinsic, and in this
group there is no doubt that
prevention is better than cure.
When participating in regular rides

or long rides, overuse injuries can
arise, with the knee being the
commonest site.
MG. So what causes such knee
pain?
LH. Causes include incorrect riding
position, incorrect cleat position,
incorrect riding technique, and
muscle tightness in the gluteal
muscles and hip flexors. Additionally
you may experience these issues
when staying in one riding position
for too long. This can then lead to
the second most common area of
overuse, back and neck. Due to the
position your body is put in during
cycling, your hip flexor muscles are
held in a shortened position while
the muscles in your back are in a
lengthened position. This
combination is not good! It can
cause hyperextension in your neck
and arching of the back.
My number one injury prevention tip
is to stretch your hip flexors
regularly. These are the muscles at
the front of the thigh and can be
stretched by performing a lunge type
movement and holding for 30
seconds on each side. It is the rear,
outstretched leg that you are
stretching, and you should feel a
pull at the front of the thigh. You can
also grab your ankle and pull your
heel towards your bottom and hold
for 30 seconds, both sides. Again,
you will feel the pull in the front of
the bent leg. This will help maintain
your body’s alignment and prevent
you from ending up like the
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Hunchback of Notre Dame! These
stretching exercises are also a good
idea to ensure you stay supple.
An extra tip is to invest in a foam
roller. These are small round tubes
that you can use to self-massage.
They are superb for releasing
tension in your back and buttocks,
ilio tibial band and quadriceps. A
company called Trigger Point
Therapy provides the best one. It will
come with an exercise sheet but you
can search online also.
MG. Personally, I have a major
problem with pins-and-needles and
numbness in my hands after a long
ride.
LH. Very common. You should try to
ride with your elbows slightly bent to
act as shock absorbers and reduce
stress on your shoulders, wrists and
neck. Changing hand positions
during the ride will help reduce pain
or numbness. Two common wrist
overuse injuries, Cyclist's Palsy and
Carpal Tunnel Syndrome, can be
prevented by alternating the
pressure that is applied to the
palms during longer rides, perhaps
by attaching bar ends. These allow
you to alter your grip from time to
time. In addition, padded gloves and
stretching the hands and wrists
before riding will help. Foot
numbness and tingling is another
common complaint. Shoes that are
too tight or narrow are often the
cause.
MG. Given that correct riding
position, cleat adjustment, saddle
height and position etc. are all so

important, what do you think about
paying to have your ideal position
assessed in a bike shop?
LH. If you are doing regular long
rides then I would highly
recommend getting a professional
bike fit. This is something I have
done myself after suffering with
tendinopathy in my knee and it
really helped. They range in price
but are well worth it if you regularly
experience pain or discomfort when
riding. It can also result in your
being able to produce more power
and to increase your cycling
efficiency. (There are bike shops in
Canterbury and Tonbridge which
provide this service, possibly for free
if you then buy a bicycle in the store.
Ed.)
Another simple tip is this - if you are
buying a new bike then make sure
you at least sit on it and get into a
riding position before you buy it.
Preferably go out on a test ride - any
quality bike shop will allow this.
Don't just buy it online!
MG. So what about extrinsic injuries
- that painful encounter with the
ground when your bike topples
over?
LH. Correct acute management will
help you if you crash or fall whilst
riding. The acute phase usually lasts
between 24-48 hours. The
inflammation seen after such an
injury (redness, swelling, watering) is
the body’s defence and repair
mechanism. It brings various
substances, blood cells and
enzymes to the area to initiate
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healing. However we need to
manage this to promote optimal
recovery. There isn’t really any
'cycling specific' injury advice but
you can follow these tips for
promoting optimal healing for any
type of acute injury.
Remember the simple acronym:
P.R.I.C.E. This stands for:
Protect. To help speed the healing
process, ensure you protect the
injury by not aggravating it and
causing further inflammation or
damage. This can include splinting,
bracing or simply not using the
affected limb.
Rest. Try to rest as much as possible
to promote healing. Don't try and
push through the injury.
Ice. Applying ice causes
vasoconstriction of the blood
vessels which will aid in reducing
the inflammation and swelling. Try
to apply for 15 minutes every 3
hours.
Compression. Compressing the area
will help the removal of the swelling
whilst also providing some support
to the area. This is a crucial step. Try
to keep it compressed for the rest of
the day. Just make sure the
compression is not so tight that it is
cutting off the blood supply
peripherally, as evinced by pins-andneedles.
Elevation. The removal of swelling
through your body’s lymphatic
system is improved when elevating
the affected area above the heart.
So lie down and get your feet
up....literally!

These tips are for soft tissue injuries
where the skin is not broken. In
addition, if you crash or fall, you may
get a very superficial road rash or a
true breach in the skin. Care of such
wounds involves:
 thoroughly cleaning the wound as
soon as possible after the
incident: use the water in your
drinking bottle;
 treating it with antiseptic cream;
 protecting it with high quality
dressing;
 exposing it to air as often as
possible;
 keeping it clean.
MG. I always carry a basic first-aid
kit with me, and on the occasions
when I have sustained a laceration,
have been very grateful for it.
LH. Very good idea. The kit needn’t
weigh very much. I suggest it
includes:
 some lint squares for cleaning and
then maybe dressing the wound;
 antiseptic cream;
 non-adherent pads or adhesive
dressings;
 a bandage and a roll of Micropore;
 a tube of non-steroidal antiinflammatory cream, or Arnica
cream for bruising;
 if you’re going off-road, especially
in a remote area, a sheet of
butterfly dressings can prove very
useful in the event of a large
laceration that needs closing.
MG. Once again, thank you Liam.
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Kent County Council’s free cycle training
for adults
Of course, if you’re a subscriber to
Spokes, you’re probably a
reasonably confident
cyclist. However, you will almost
certainly have adult friends and
relatives who are not, but would like
to be. And even if you are a
competent cyclist, you may still have
weak points.
Here’s the good news. Kent County
Council has acquired funding for this
financial year to deliver and develop
a programme of free adult cycle
training courses.
The courses are broken down into
four levels and are available to
anyone living, working or studying in
Kent.
Starting to Ride - Suitable for
anyone wanting to start riding a
bicycle, this course will give you the
skills and courage to get out there. It
includes getting on and off the bike,
balancing and making the bike go
where you want.
Return to Cycling - It's true you never
forget how to ride a bicycle but a
practical, off road session to get you
back up to speed will help give you
the confidence to start riding again
regularly. It includes manoeuvring,
using the gears, riding confidently
and being able to stop safely. This
session also includes some basic
safety checks and is suitable for all
cyclists wanting to cycle on the road.
Confidence Booster - Beginning to

Four enthusiastic trainees
cycle for work or pleasure but
unsure how to share the road safely
with other vehicles and
pedestrians? This short course will
include important manoeuvres and
key safety messages to increase
your knowledge and give you the
skills to cycle alongside other road
users. Includes overtaking parked
cars, using junctions, signalling and
understanding where to ride on the
road.
Advanced Cycling - For cyclists
already commuting to work or
cycling regularly on the road, this
intensive course tackles cycling on
busy roads and through complex
junctions including roundabouts and
multi-lane systems. Gain confidence
cycling during rush hour, improve
your road position and filtering
skills. Cycle with an instructor and
get practical advice and cycling
experience that will assure your
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Clitheroe Cycle
Touring Festival 2015

position as a cyclist.
These courses have been developed
using the national standards for
cycle instruction, delivered by
qualified instructors and last for 2
hours. KCC suggests each course
will take about 4 sessions to
complete, depending on your
personal ability. The instructors
provide one-to-one feedback with all
participants at the end of every
session. Photo: Four enthusiastic
trainees
Currently there are five venues
across Kent - Gravesend,
Edenbridge, Deal, Sheerness and
Maidstone but there are hopes to
expand on this in the future.
All course information is available
on the website and people can
choose the most suitable for their
needs when booking online at
http://www.kent.gov.uk/
cycletraining
Or email cycletraining@kent.gov.uk
for more information.
Spokes welcomes this initiative from
KCC and hopes there will be an
enthusiastic uptake. Further funding
after Year 1 may depend on how
well the scheme does, so DO spread
the word.

Frank and I stumbled across this
event by pure chance, in
conversation with an acquaintance
in the Gulbenkian café. Without
much to go on, but thinking it
sounded different, we signed up,
paid £65 each, and in May found
ourselves heading into the Far
North.
Our spirits thoroughly dampened by
the walking pace traffic jams on the
M6, it was a relief to leave the
motorway and drive along the Ribble
Valley with the spectacularly bleak
scenery of the Forest of Bowland to
the north.
Spirits further revived when we
arrived at Waddow Hall, a 17th
century mansion now managed by
Girlguiding UK as a conference and
activity centre. The estate covers
178 acres and offers several
camping fields (no facilities nearby
other than a few portaloos, but
showers near the Hall). From the
mansion, the lawns roll down to the
River Ribble, so a most pleasant
setting.
Settling quickly into the well-stocked
bar, we were soon deep in multiple
conversations with other cyclecampers, which set the tone for the
whole weekend. As someone said 200 cyclists geeking-out about their
travels!
The festival, non-profit making, was
the brainchild of Laura and Tim

SPOKES RIDES &
EVENTS
Please visit the
website

Continued on page 21
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Snippets...snippets...snippets...snippets...
 Congratulations to Roger Geffen,

 Sustrans Volunteer Cycle Route

CTC's Campaigns and Policy
Director, who was awarded an
MBE in the Queen's 2015
Birthday Honours. Also Sustrans
chief executive, Malcolm
Shepherd, who received a CBE
for his contribution to protecting
the environment and improving
people’s health.

Ranger Needed! Following the
departure of the previous ranger,
the Canterbury District Sustrans
Group is looking for a
replacement for Regional Route
16.
This runs from Canterbury city
centre through Patrixbourne,
Adisham and Aylesham and
would suit a keen cyclist living
somewhere along its length.
Duties are light and basically
involve checking and replacing
signage, cutting back vegetation
(just with hand tools) where
necessary, reporting major
problems to the Ranger
coordinator or direct to the
Council, chatting to other cyclists
on the route and maintaining
good PR for Sustrans.
Contact the area manager in
Oxford Asia.Wieloch@sustrans.org.uk for
more details.

 Spokes Chairman, Steve Fawke,

is seen here presenting the Lord
Mayor, Councillor Sally Walters
with the Civic Bike which was fully
refurbished by Spokes. It even
had a new bell. Although the Lord
Mayor had not ridden a bike for
30 years and even though the
bike was too large for her, she
still had a go.
 Don’t forget Carlton Reid,
executive editor of BikeBiz
magazine and author of Roads
were not built for Cars, will be the
guest speaker at the Spokes
AGM on Monday 2 Nov. 2015.

Advertise in The Mudguard
and reach over 3,000
cyclists
Quarter page: £40; Half page:
£75; Full page: £120

Book now for the next issue.
Email treasurer@
spokeseastkent.org.uk
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Cycling by numbers - a barge & bike trip in
southern Holland
In principle, it seemed relatively
easy – follow the numbers on the
sheet, the tips/directions and, of
course, the map. The numbers were
signs printed green on white along
the route and also on the odd
mushroom bollards in red and white.
We set forth full of enthusiasm but
hadn’t reckoned on the heavy Dutch
bikes and the back pedal brake.
There was a lot of wobbling for the
uninitiated when setting off from a
standing start.
In the beginning we did miss a few
numbers and blithely cycled off in
the wrong direction. Eventually we
got the message and kept a
continual watch out for the signs
and not to suppose those in front of
us knew the way. A compass would
have been useful. Being Holland, it
was flat but the wind caused us
grief, even pedalling the massive
bikes up very slight inclines. I didn’t
abandon my bike, ‘the Brute’, in a
canal as I threatened but managed
to wreck the plastic mudguard when
trying to avoid a muck spreader. We
were led by a tall, helpful Dutchman,
Paul, who coped well with the 69
cyclists, some very competent but
others less so. His presence was
very reassuring when he headed the
peloton in and out of the busy urban
centres like Utrecht, Rotterdam and
Amsterdam but always on dedicated
cycle paths and quiet streets. The
group was dominated by the
Germans with three Brits, four

Map directions in the middle of the
road!
Norwegians and a charming but
chaotic group of Italians with three
children. The bambini cycled
haphazardly, on pavements and
even into roads, but somehow
survived.
The multinational crew, skippered by
a taciturn Dutch captain, were
equally helpful and always willing to
check any problem with the bikes
and pump up tyres. The food was
plain and dinner served promptly at
6pm. Initially we thought this was far
too early but after a battle against
the elements and distances, we
were ravenous much earlier.
Highlights – the cheese farm,
founded in 1847, which makes its
delicious cheeses from
unpasteurised milk but under very
strict regulations from the Brussels
bureaucrats. We met three
generations of charming farmers,
11

before the unloading started and
the hordes of cyclists roared off.
Travelling at speed in our barge
along the Rhine on a sunny Sunday
afternoon – everyone was out
enjoying the river including an
incongruous herd of Friesian cows
relaxing on the sandy beaches or
paddling in the river. Apart from the
odd cows, from our barge we also
saw industrial Holland including
gigantic cranes, every form of water
transport, locks, heavily loaded
barges crammed with sea
containers, mountains of scrap
metal and battered wooden
schooners. We even cycled out
through a grim industrial landscape
to see the huge locks/sluices at
IJmuiden built to link the North Sea
with the canal system leading to
Amsterdam.
On a sad note, we came across a
monument made from propeller
blades of a RAF Wellington bomber.
It had crash-landed in the fields
after a raid on Genoa in September
1941 but on returning home the
plane developed engine trouble and
was off course. The crew mistakenly
thought they were safely over
England and bailed out. They ended
up in the North Sea but all died of
exposure. Three bodies were
recovered on the island of Texel but
others lost forever in the grey
northern sea.
What a joy it is to cycle in Holland!
Like Germany, the cycle paths are
planned to take you straight to the
city centres and railway stations with
specific traffic lights for cyclists.

Selling the delicious unpasteurised
cheeses
including grandfather (91) who only
spoke Dutch but made contact by
smiling a lot and winking. I counted
28 different cheeses plus some
goat’s milk cheeses. Apparently
goats are a disruptive influence and
upset the cows so these cheeses
come from another farm. The
youngest son explained the
processes in immaculate English
while his parents dispensed slivers
and sold many kilos of their mouthwatering cheeses.
A trip on the sleek waterbus to a
UNESCO World Heritage site at
Kinderdijk with 19 windmills all used
to pump water to regulate the water
levels. The grey drizzle cleared
eventually to reveal typical flat
countryside with pollarded trees.
There was not a soul in sight, only
various four-legged domestic
animals, birds and huge dairy farms.
Highlight of that day was the fuel
stop at a rural café for coffee and
blackberry tart! We returned on a
highly efficient car ferry. The man
hardly had time to collect the fares
12

Careful motorists respected cyclists
and waited patiently for hordes of
them to pass by. My only bad
experience was with a muck
spreader which I could feel and
smell lumbering up behind me.
White van man would be lynched
here!

intimate Holland. Wildlife could be
found everywhere, close to large
urban centres. Herons and swans
were commonplace, flotillas of
moorhens, flocks of lapwings and
the odd great crested grebe.
The houses along the banks of the
rivers and canals were all highly
individual and cloaked in greenery.
Their gardens were lovingly tended,
some with robot lawn mowers
silently traversing their patch. There
were quaint places like Oudewater
with its Witches’ Weighing House,
Dordrecht, the oldest city in the
‘Holland’ area and unexpectedly the
striking modern architecture of the
country’s second city, Rotterdam,
particularly the new Blaak Markt.
Add to this mixture, the charming
Dutch people who make any visit
worthwhile.— Pip Chapelard

Paul’s peloton crossing to
Amsterdam on the small commuter
ferry

Getting into Amsterdam was a
doddle. There was some cycling in
the busy suburbs but always on
dedicated cycle paths. We
approached the capital from the
north as our barge was moored east
of the central train station at the
Sumatra Quay on Java Island. We
took a small commuter ferry (no
cars) across the water and ended up
right next to our barge! The oddest
sensation was being a pedestrian
again in central Amsterdam. In the
frenetic centre, the bike rules totally.
Crossing roads with bikes, trams,
buses and motorised traffic coming
at you in every direction was a
terrifying experience.
The pleasure of this trip by bike and
barge was seeing an unusual and

Home-made blackberry tart with
whipped cream!
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Following the Rhine - 1,400 kms from
source to sea. Was it worth it?
We set out to complete this epic
route, cycle-camping, inspired by
fantasies of freewheeling along flat
riverside paths past Rapunzel ruined
castles on every headland,
accompanied by a faint echo of the
Ride of the Valkyries.
The reality was both better and not
so good. A curate’s egg.
Getting to Switzerland and back
from Holland : This route avoids
flying or packing your bike up for the
Eurostar. All train connections
should be researched in detail on
www.seat61.com.
Day 1. Home town to Paris via Dover
and Calais. There is a day return
ticket, courtesy of SE Trains and
P&O, to Calais which is so cheap, it
is worth throwing away the return
half. It is never advertised and does
not come up on National Rail
Enquiries! Your local station ticket
office may well not have heard of it,
but it is on their database. (Don’t
expect to buy it from the guard on
the train.) It will help if you print out
the following page: go to
www.brfares.com, fill out the top
three boxes, click on Query Fares,
and show this to the staff. It
contains necessary code numbers.
Pedal to Calais Ville railway station
and get on any non-TGV Gare du
Nord bound train. There will be one
or two changes.
Arrive in Paris late afternoon. Have

a celebratory drink or four in the
nearest bar and find a room for the
night (around 70Є). There are loads
to choose from. We found a bar with
rooms above and our bikes were
safely stored at the back of the bar.
Day 2. Cycle to Gare de Lyon (about
30 minutes) for the TGV Lyria to
Zurich. This is now the only TGV
which takes unboxed, panniered-up
bikes, and even then, not on every
one. The journey takes just 4
hours. Book via
www.capitainetrain.com or see
seat61’s full advice.
To reach Andermatt, you must take
three trains on from Zurich, see
www.sbb.ch for timings. On one of
the links, bikes have to be prebooked – the very helpful railway
information office on the station
arrange it all.
We made the mistake of
overnighting in Zurich to sightsee
the next day but didn’t check out
accommodation. The otherwise very
helpful Tourist Office on the station
quoted the cheapest available hotel
in the city as 250Є. We eventually
found a hotel for 150Є with a bit of
haggling.
The high cost of living in Switzerland
was a terrible shock, also Zurich
restaurant prices. We ended up
dining in a cafeteria back at the
station. The next day we did a selfguided walking tour around the city
and were underwhelmed.
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In retrospect, it would be better to
ignore Zurich and get to Andermatt
on Day 2 if possible. Or at least get
out of Zurich and go to one of the
two pretty interchange towns up the
line which surely aren’t as
expensive.
Just bear in mind that these two
changes give you five minutes to get
from one train to another. There are
no lifts and these local trains are all
terrifyingly cycle-unfriendly. The
narrowness of the doors and
steepness of the steps require you
to take off all panniers. The van for
bikes on train 3 is at shoulderheight! Fortunately, all train staff we
encountered were hugely friendly
and hands-on and on one occasion
held up a connecting train just for
us. It might be fruitful to pre-book
somewhere via www.booking.com or
www.airbnb.com.

the all-day hike up to the very source
of the Rhine where it emerges from
a narrow breach in the cliffs
surrounding icy Lake Tuma. It is not
possible to cycle there so, from
Andermatt, take the train east up to
Oberalppass (2,000m asl) where
the walk starts and finishes. This is
also a lovely ride on a tiny train with
cogged wheels and track to claw its
way up the steep incline. Get a trail
map from the Tourist Office in
Andermatt near the station. It was a
wonderful walk, pretty steep and
demanding, through beautiful
meadows, but also across snow
fields. We ended the day sunburnt,
with frost-bitten toes!

Andermatt is a ski resort at the head
of the Urseren Valley at 1,500m
above sea level. The scenic train
journey from Zurich (400m asl)
winds its way up Alpine valleys and
across flowery meadows. Out of ski
season, the town becomes a hiking
base. There is a campsite but it
looked most unappealing - a
featureless field and the main road
to cross to get to the
toilets. Fortunately we had looked
at Google Satellite and were glad we
had booked a B&B just above the
town. This was not expensive being
out of season.
We strongly recommend staying a
couple of days in Andermatt to do

Lake Tuma where the Rhine rises
Oberalppass is the official start of
the Rhine Valley Route. There is a
hostel there which bears
investigation as an alternative to
staying in Andermatt.
The route ends at the Hook of
Holland. Pre-booking the ferry from
here to Harwich on Stena Seaways
is a bit tricky as you may not have a
fixed ETA at the Dutch end. So you
may have to trust to getting a walkup ticket (which we did). The main
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ticket has to be booked face-to-face
or by telephone, not on the internet,
owing to the presence of a bicycle
(why?). You can get some sort of
discount on the cost of the cabin
(compulsory if taking the overnight
sailing) if you use the internet (on
your tablet or phone, using Stena wifi, standing right next to the booking
clerk who is now filing her nails……
bizarre).
So, what was good about this whole
ride? One of the highlights was at
the very beginning. You commence
the long swoop downhill from
Oberalppass, surrounded by jawdropping snowy Alpine scenery for
the first 100kms. It was with great
difficulty that we kept our eyes on
the road. We reckoned we didn’t use
our pedals for about 50kms.
Once down in the valleys,
Switzerland presents a regular
succession of amazingly preserved
fresco-ed mediaeval villages, the

heritage of a country never invaded
or damaged by mechanised warfare.
There are, indeed, long stretches of
superb tarmac path beside the
Rhine with frequent, cheap ferry
crossings, and likewise, in AlsaceLorraine, where one glides for ever
along shady stretches of canal
towpath.
And then the surprise - the first
glimpse of the breath-taking Rhine
Falls - the largest waterfall in
Europe, near Schaffhausen in
Switzerland. Needless to say, the
spectacular Rhine Gorge with, yes,
Rapunzel’s castle on every
promontory, complete with
Wagnerian-style myths of tragic
loves and violent death proves a
treat for the eyes and the
imagination, along with the lesserknown Ruinalta Gorge higher up.
There is no shortage of campsites
but no obvious opportunities for wild
-camping, which would save money
in Switzerland. We did camp by the
side of a canal on the edge of town
one night as the campsite promised
by the guide book had long since
ceased to exist. Nobody bothered us
except one pleasant woman who
came over to show us a water tap at
the back of a house we could use.
Relentless, unsolicited offers of help
from the locals, especially in
Switzerland and Germany, were a
delightful bonus of the journey.
A highlight, but one to make a Brit
weep with frustration, is the level of
cycle-friendly urban planning,
especially in Germany, where

Rhine ferry
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dedicated orange cycle paths carry
you with right-of-way impunity across
the busiest roundabouts and Tjunctions. We never did manage to
emulate the locals though in sailing
obliviously on, still finding ourselves
stopping, looking right, looking left.
Although it was sad to leave behind
the fabulous scenery of Switzerland,
it was a great relief to find ourselves
paying not 5Є for a coffee but 1Є;
not 45Є for a campsite, but 15Є.
A railway line and stations are never
far from the route which made it
easy to hop on and off trains. Bikes
seemed to be permitted on all
trains. In Switzerland you must buy
a bike ticket as well as the normal
fare.
Cityscapes to remember are
Strasbourg - foodie heaven, Köln
cathedral, and the view overlooking
the Rhine from Basel cathedral.
I’ve left the best till last. Never mind
the scenery, the history, the
architecture…..it’s cakes and
strudels! Apple cake, rhubarb cake,
cherry cake…… Can’t decide? Have
one of each! With extra cream!!
There’s no need for calorie counting
on such a journey.
And the minuses? Well, for a start, it
is most decidedly NOT downhill all
the way! There were several dreary
stretches past industrial estates and
quarries, along highways, through
dusty, tedious agricultural land and
far from the river. (These were made
worse by the fact, though not the
fault of the route obviously, that we
cycled straight into the worst heat-

wave in living memory, 43˚C on one
day.)
We cut out, or wished we had cut
out, the following sectors by taking
trains: Bonaduz - Landquart,
Karlsruhe - Mainz, Konigswinter Koln and Koln - Duisberg, all
industrial; Buchs - St Margrethen
(agricultural, cinder tracks, no cafes)
and Kaiserstuhl - Basel (industrial,
and defeated by the heat). It should
be possible, with a bit of research,
to make some of these journeys by
boat.
Liechtenstein! A major minus! Do
NOT be tempted to detour there! No
it’s not a romantic, cute little Alpine
principality. It’s a ridiculous, nasty
little tourist-trap of a country
populated exclusively by Japanese
coach trips en route for “Heidiland”
in Switzerland (also, one imagines,
to be avoided!).

Straight through the windmill!
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The Swiss cost-of-living I have
already mentioned.
Prepare to be terrified in Holland by
gangs of shrieking Hell’s Grannies
storming past on their e-bikes like
latter-day Valkyries.
A fierce headwind as soon as we
reached the polder lands of Holland
and northern Germany was an
unavoidable obstacle, and one that
made the last two days of the ride
moderately unpleasant.
Overall, we cut out 400kms of
cycling, resulting in a ride of
1,005kms in 19 days plus one day
visiting relatives in Mainz.
So, was it worth it? The pluses
outweigh the minuses, so decidedly,
yes, especially if you “cheat” and
miss out the boring bits so you have
time to pause at places of special
interest. In conclusion, this route
offers the chance to visit six
countries, each unique, to interreact with some lovely people and to
experience for the first time,
unknown languages such as
Schweitzer Deutsch, Romansch and
Alsatian.
As a footnote for the end of the
journey, as we leant rather glumly
over the railing of the ferry in a
pathetic state of exhaustion and
anti-climax, the ship started to slip
silently away towards the mouth of
the river just as the sun slid out of
the western sky, and land and sea
and sky turned a deep purple. It was
an absolutely magic moment.
Tips - Having been Cicerone fans for
many years, we are disappointed to

report that their guide book for this
route is not fit for purpose, in too
many ways to list. Most fellow
tourers we met were using the
Bikeline guide, despite it being in
German.
At weekends, we observed that the
area around Andermatt and
Oberalppass is beset with vast
gangs of bikers having fun on the
steep and winding highway - not
pleasant if you’re on a bicycle so try
and time your departure for a
weekday. - Gillian Corble

Could Bell have
prevented Ding-Dong?
Are these scenarios familiar?
1. Pedestrian: ‘You should have a
bell on your bike. You’re breaking
the law!’
2. Cyclist: ‘Ding ding’ Pedestrian:
‘Well, thank you for ringing your bell,
it makes a change, most of them
don’t use one.’ Cyclist: ‘Ah, you’re
welcome - thank you.’
3. Dog walker: ‘There’s no need to
ring your bell at me like that- you
made me jump and frightened my
dog!
4. Horse-rider: ‘Never ring a bell
near a horse!’
Above are some of the mixed
pedestrian responses to cyclists’
use of, or lack of use of, their bells
when riding shared paths. Clearly,
users of shared paths have different
expectations of each other and
occasionally conflicts arise when
these are not met.
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Recently two disturbing articles
appeared locally concerning an
incident at Swalecliffe that took
place at the narrow section of path
between the skate park promenade
and the sea wall leading to Herne
Bay.
“Cyclists Could End Up Hurting A
Child” - Whitstable Gazette, 2 July,
2015 and “Dog Walkers’ Shock Over
Cyclist Attack” - Whitstable Times,
1 July, 2015.
According to these reports, a group
of elderly dog walkers were involved
in ‘a seafront fracas with lycra-clad
cyclists’ who sped past them at
speed. One of the old ladies shouted
‘slow down’ after him and he
stopped and looked really angry,
road rage angry. He was shouting
and finger gesturing. One 92 yearold woman was sworn at by one of
the riders and, when 70 year-old
Frank Kemp attempted to stand up
for her, he was shoved to the
ground.
Thankfully incidents involving actual
physical assault are rare and
hopefully the police investigating the
incident will prosecute the individual
concerned. Even so, such
inconsiderate and unacceptable
behaviour by a few individuals does
nothing to improve the sometimes
strained relationship between
pedestrians and cyclists. In this case
both newspapers gave a fairly
balanced coverage of the incident
and included none of the anticycling sentiment that one often
finds. And Mr Kemp says that he is
not anti cycling but wants riders to

take more care along the route.
Though it would appear unlikely the
‘cyclists’ who sparked this incident
would have done anything
differently, I did wonder if the polite
use of a bell might have prevented a
conflict of this type escalating.
I generally find that a short ding on
the bell is often met with a ‘thank
you’ and the dog walker shortening
the lead or calling their dog to one
side. Very rarely do I meet with a
negative reaction.

I wanted to find out whether other
cyclists use bells or other audible
warnings so I started a thread on
the CTC forums.
The majority were from those who
used bells. The overwhelming
suggestion was that a rider should
give sufficient advance warning. One
person suggested the guideline: “810 seconds warning should give
enough time. At 10-12mph, that's
around 50 yards distance.”
Someone who both cycles and runs
said: “When I run along the path I'd
say about half of cyclists ring a bell
when they pass, and the other half
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don't. I find that the half who do (or
who say "hello!" or "two bikes
coming up on your right!"... this last
being especially helpful to avoid
surprising people), generally pass
more carefully than those that don't.
I much prefer to hear a bell, or to
otherwise be told that there's one or
more cyclists, than simply to have
them zip past me.” “On shared
paths, going too fast to give
sufficient warning means one is
going too fast,” was another
comment.
Another response came from
someone with a number of other
walkers on a trail frequented by
cyclists “was surprised by how the
vast majority approached from
behind without using a bell. In many
cases we only knew they were there
by a brake squeak or an 'excuse
me'. Why they don't just use a bell?
It would be so much easier for
everybody. Simples!”
Another noted, “I always use the
voice, asking politely 'excuse me'
and coughing in advance so I don't
give anyone a surprise. When
people ask why I don't use a bell, I
explain that people regard it as
aggressive.” Another person gave
this grave warning: “Ding your bell
behind the wrong type of person and
get your head kicked-in.” Sadly, this
just goes to show that there are
those who display such
inappropriate and violent reactions.
Regardless of the method used,
sometimes it appears that warnings
go unheeded or ignored. We
shouldn’t assume that our warnings

are always heard. As well as the
popularity of iPods on the go,
another contributor reminds us of
the inevitable effect of anno domini:
“Older people tend to lose hearing
from the top of the range, so if you
have a high pitched ping, they might
not hear your bell. If you speak, they
might not hear you either. A person
of any age might have hearing loss
and a hearing aid of some kind,
which will be directional.”
Summing it all up, the best advice
seems to be: “Just say, ‘bicycle’ in a
friendly manner.”
So, returning to the pedestrian
responses made at the outset.
1. Is it a legal requirement to have a
bell fitted to a bicycle?
Under Rules for cyclists (59 to 82)
Part 5 You and your bicycle, “It is
recommended that you fit a bell to
your cycle.” A recommendation is
not the same as a legal
requirement. Legislation requiring
manufacturers to supply bells with
new cycles and for these to be fitted
by retailers did not mean that it was
illegal to use the bike without the
bell fitted. Both www.gov.uk and The
Highway Code recommend the use
of bells in the UK.
2. Most of ‘them’ don’t use one.”
Sadly, this comment underlines the
‘us and them’ view held by the
pedestrian / cycling communities.
By being considerate, as the
majority of cyclists are, these
negative perceptions held by the
anti-cyclist brigade can be slowly
eroded away.
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Clitheroe continued
Moss, both very experienced longdistance cycle tourers, who recently
returned from a 16-month, 13,000
mile ride round the world. Their
inspiration grew when they realised
they had done all their planning
research on-line and what they
really needed was to talk face-toface with others who had ridden
their route before.
It was a revelation and an
inspiration to network with so many

people all with different experiences
and expertise and to contribute our
own knowledge when necessary.
The weekend consisted of
workshops, two or three running
concurrently, and introduced by a
volunteer speaker with knowledge of
the topic. It was then thrown open
to the audience for questions,
answers, debates and anecdotes.
Confused about kit, clothing,
electrolytes? The risk of bears in
North America? The best yoga
stretches to do in your tent?
Someone had an answer.
There was a huge range of different
people - young and old, extremely
experienced (Anchorage to Tierra del
Fuego anyone?) and complete
beginners.
All tea, coffee, cake (oooh, the
cake!), lunches and dinner were
included in the cost. For breakfast
cheap rolls were for sale.
We came away delighted we had
made the effort to attend (the M6
southbound was fine) and will
definitely think about going again
next year.
For information on next year’s event
(27-30 May) the website is: https://
cycletouringfestival.wordpress.com.
– Gillian Corble

Could bell have prevented
ding-dong? continued
3. “You made me and my dog
jump!” Obviously giving plenty of
advance warning is important but
it’s impossible to please everybody
all of the time!
4. “Never ring a bell near a horse!”
This is basically common sense as
horses can be skittish. Some
participants suggest using a low
voice while approaching slowly;
others use a low key ring a long way
in advance. In any event, cyclists
usually slow right down, taking care
not to startle or scare the horse.
In the CTC forum, I was surprised at
the number of responses
overwhelmingly in favour of using
bells. The question is, could the
awful fracas at Swalecliffe have
been prevented if the dog walkers
had been given sufficient advanced
warning and the cycling pair had
slowed down and then thanked the
walkers for moving aside? - Peter
Clements
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Plea from a beleaguered musician
clambering out of the manhole was
‘Are you alright, mate?’ a cabbie
not a beleaguered cyclist. He was a
enquired as I clambered out of a large
pedestrian, assaulted for daring to
manhole in the pavement. Onlookers
suggest a cyclist should dismount
at the traffic lights had seen me
on the only narrow stretch of
disappear at the end of a hefty punch.
available pavement. It is not the first
The bike, however, was OK.
time it has happened to me. On a
Pieces of teeth were floating in my
previous occasion when I objected,
mouth. When someone punches
one of you put me in hospital. I had
you, any dental damage is often on
a bent nose and blood splattered all
the opposite side of the jaw. Later in
over my chest.
the evening, I
Cyclists strike
sought help.
fear even into
After the
the largest of
weekend, my
men.
regular dentist
The pat
commented,
response from
‘It may be
bobbies in my
unethical, but
High Street is,
the best I can
‘Well, sir, once
say of your
samsaundersleeds:Flickr
a cyclist has
emergency
ridden past, there is very little we
work is that it must have been
can do.’ And, believe me, some
carried out in the dark!’
bobbies really are flat-footed.
Cyclists have an intuition for which
The interests of cyclists are worth
way a pedestrian will turn, for what
more votes than those of humble
is round the next corner. ‘I am very
pedestrians. Let us be clear, though,
careful. I go very slowly,’ I have
that there is never any justification
heard you say. Of course, you all
for riding a bicycle on a street
keep an eye out for toddlers, and
pavement other than in a
the old dear with her shopping can
be avoided at a tweak of the
designated cycle lane.
handlebar. Nobody pushing a pram
Cyclists are constantly under threat
is going to enter into a race, and not
from vehicles; the pavement may
many will be carrying a valuable
appear empty. The law, however, is
violin. In any case, pedestrians will
not applicable at your personal
always hear the bell. And, even if
discretion. And you are not the only
cyclists make an occasional
ones with a right to safety and
misjudgement, it rarely results in
protection.
serious injury, let alone death.
Dismount! Always dismount! Do you agree? You see, the man
Jonathan Strange
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Ducks seem to be a theme for this
edition. At Schoonhoven in Holland a
duck and several swans were
completely oblivious to a large car
ferry heading towards the slipway.
They didn’t move when the ferry
docked close by disgorging cars,
lorries and hundred of cyclists.
On the front cover, ducks have priority
in a special waddle lane on the
towpath of the Birmingham Canal,
thanks to the Canal and River Trust.
The Trust hopes to encourage people
to be more considerate to wildlife
along canals in London, Birmingham
and Manchester. (Photo: Getty Images
Europe)
SPOKES is urgently seeking a Rides
Co-ordinator to oversee our monthly
rides. These rides are an opportunity
for a leisurely ride exploring the
beautiful Kent countryside, catch up
with old friends and make new ones
and enjoy a relaxed lunch at a local
pub or café. The rides are usually
circular so they finish at the start.
For more details, contact Paul Rees paulrrees@btinternet.com

Party on the Path
The Party took place on Sunday 13
September and was a big success
despite the endless rain which
absolutely failed to dampen a single
spirit. The occasion was to celebrate
Sustrans 20 years since its
foundation. It was held at the Winding
Pond on the Crab & Winkle Way. Not
to be outdone, the C&W Line Trust
also celebrated its 185 years of
existence. The Lord Mayor, Councillor
Sally Walters, cut a delicious
chocolate birthday cake and gave a
short, but rousing, speech to the
gathering.
Peter Clements showed off his Fred
Flintstone bike which was greatly
appreciated especially by younger
members. Food and beverages were
consumed with enthusiasm, kids had
their faces painted, Spokes dispensed
bonhomie and brochures and a good
time was had by all. Thanks to all the
organisations which took part in the
event.
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